European Commission Jean Monnet Module

THE EPPO AND EU LAW:
A STEP FORWARD IN INTEGRATION

18th April 2023
09:00-13:30
Building Agorà U6 – Sala Lauree (second floor) and remotely: registration in presence and remotely is mandatory *

CLOSING CONFERENCE: EPPO and THE RULE OF LAW

9.00 – Natascia Marchei, Director of the Milano-Bicocca School of Law, and Full Tenured Professor of Ecclesiastical and Canon Law; Benedetta Ubertazzi, Associate Professor of EU Law, Milano-Bicocca School of Law, Coordinator of the Jean Monnet module

9.15 – Serena Crespi, Associate Professor of EU Law, Milano-Bicocca School of Law

9.30 – Roberto Saviano, Writer, essayist, journalist, and screenwriter

10.15 – Laura Kövesi, European Chief Prosecutor

10.30 – Petr Klement, European Public Prosecutor – Czech Republic

10.45 – Gianluca Forlani, Judge JHA Counsellor – Judicial Cooperation in criminal matters – Italian Permanent Representation to EU

11.00 – Francesco Testa, European Delegated Prosecutor

11.15 – Luca Ferro, Responsible of Art. 27 Office of the Prefettura of Milan

11.30 – Pietro Suchan, Professor of “Legislation for the protection of the economy and security”, Academy of the Guardia di Finanza, former magistrate-assistant in the Italian representative – Eurojust

11.30 – 11.45: break

11.45 – Panel 1 - The Case Law Database (misuse of EU Funds)
Arturo Iadecola (Italian General Vice-Prosecutor of the Court of Auditors); Maria Sofia Scalici (Officer of the Court of Auditors).

12.10 – Panel 2 - Education as an approach in preventing future criminal activity
Alessandro Fumagalli (Lawyer - Education Law); Antonella Iannaccoli (Former Vice Dean of Beccaria High School Milan); Michele Monopoli (Former Dean of Beccaria High School Milan).

12.50 – Panel 3 - The experimental VR pilot case of a serious game to simulate the financial investigation
Fabrizia Bemer (Senior Manager of the Office of International Judicial Cooperation and Senior Expert trainer in EIO trainings for projects co-financed by the European Commission); Cristian Nicolau (Head of Unit E-Justice, IT and Document Management, DG JUST, European Commission); Alberto Gallace (Associate Professor of Psychobiology - University of Milano-Bicocca); Iman Khodri (Law student at University Milano Bicocca); Luca Pieri (Ph.D. student and lab technician at MIBTEC).

#https://www.steppo-eulaw.com/